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KENTUCKY'S CONCEPT OF INVOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER

Involuntary manslaughter, in Kentucky, is held to be the killing of another in doing some unlawful act not amounting to a felony, and not likely to endanger human life, and without intention to kill, or the killing of another while doing a lawful act in an unlawful or negligent manner, where the negligence is not such as to indicate a disregard of human life.¹

The decisions concerning involuntary manslaughter are entirely devoid of statutory guidance since Kentucky's sole statute venturing into the field of manslaughter is one establishing the punishment for voluntary manslaughter.² In *Sikes v. Commonwealth*,³ the Court stated that involuntary manslaughter continues to be dealt with as a common law misdemeanor, punishable by fine or imprisonment in jail, or both, without limit. It seems, however, the common law did not regard involuntary manslaughter so lightly. Hawkins says that the only non-felonious homicides are those that are excusable or justifiable,⁴ and Blackstone is in accord that the crime amounts to felony.⁵ Bishop says, "In modern law, all homicides which are cognizable by the criminal courts are felonies."⁶

The *Sikes* case cites *Conner v. Commonwealth*⁷ in the paragraph of its decision defining involuntary manslaughter as a common law misdemeanor. Although the *Conner* case was cited for a different proposition, the ruling in the *Sikes* case is directly contra to the ruling in the *Conner* case on the classification of involuntary manslaughter. In the *Conner* case, the Court ruled that in Kentucky the court must look to the common law for the definition of involuntary manslaughter and that by the rules of the common law felonious homicide was divided into murder, voluntary manslaughter, and involuntary manslaughter. Furthermore, the court in the *Sikes* case makes no mention of the fact that their opinion contains a ruling which is contra to a ruling in a case which it had cited for authority.

The question arises, why does Kentucky rule that involuntary manslaughter is a common law misdemeanor? It is believed that an analysis of voluntary manslaughter will reveal the answer.

A general definition of voluntary manslaughter is that it "...is a homicide committed with a real design to kill, but under such circumstances of provocation that the law, in its tenderness for human frailty, regards them as palliating the criminality of the act to some extent; as where one kills another in a fight arising upon a sudden quarrel, or upon mutual agreement, or in the heat of passion upon great provocation."⁸ Kentucky, not being satisfied with this inclusive definition,
adds a killing which is the result of negligence variously described as gross, reckless, reckless or gross, reckless disregard, and reckless and wanton.

It is difficult to logically sustain a classification of any negligent manslaughter as voluntary manslaughter since voluntary manslaughter is an intentional crime with the great weight of authority accepting the maxim that it must be effected with a real design to kill. Kentucky has, on occasion, attempted to justify her position with the defunct rationalization that a man is presumed to intend the consequences of his acts, and, thereby, a negligent manslaughter has been twisted into the voluntary branch of manslaughter. This argument falls before the fact that negligence, however gross, is never intent; and it is unnecessary since the crime of involuntary manslaughter was designed to cover negligent homicides not amounting to murder.

It is believed, also, that the misnomer in certain instances of negligent manslaughter is the result of a justified desire on the part of courts to dispense justice commensurate with the crime involved, in spite of the fact that it isn't the result of careful application of rules of law. As has been observed, involuntary manslaughter is punished by fine and imprisonment in jail, a punishment that is not severe enough for the culpability involved in many negligent manslaughters. It is submitted that in certain cases those guilty of negligent manslaughter are sentenced under a voluntary manslaughter statute in order that the state might meet the exigencies of justice under a statute which affords a maximum sentence of 21 years in the penitentiary.

Just as Kentucky probably deemed certain negligent manslaughters worthy of penitentiary punishment, it is believed that they probably also felt that the less revolting killings should deserve a relatively milder sentence. It is submitted that this purpose was accomplished by defining and punishing involuntary manslaughter as a common law misdemeanor.

Indeed, there is a residuum of negligent homicides which are punished as
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involuntary manslaughter in Kentucky. A death which is the result of ordinary negligence is held to constitute the offense. Such decisions in effect establish the tort standard of care for involuntary manslaughter. Here, again, Kentucky is in opposition to the overwhelming weight of authority. It is a general principle of criminal law that something more than a lack of ordinary care is requisite to criminal liability. However, the application of any other higher standard of care to involuntary manslaughter is precluded in Kentucky by the definition of voluntary manslaughter as a homicide resulting from gross negligence. Since involuntary manslaughter is the lesser offense, the standard of care employed must necessarily be lower because the culpable negligence involved in each instance is the basis of liability. Therefore, the only workable standard of care beneath the standard required by Kentucky in its fictitious voluntary negligent manslaughter is ordinary care or the tort standard. Nevertheless, the classification of any negligent manslaughter as a voluntary one is fundamentally erroneous, and this error should not be used to force the law of the sister offense of involuntary manslaughter into the realm of criminal liability for the lack of mere ordinary care.

Although it may be asserted that the classification of certain negligent manslaughters as voluntary manslaughter is justified in Kentucky by the fact that the existing punishment for involuntary manslaughter is not severe enough due to the rule that it is only a common law misdemeanor in Kentucky, such a procedure is erroneous both logically and legally and is a breeder of confusion. Moreover, anomalies of this character are utterly unnecessary although the exigencies of some situations seem to demand them. The obvious answer to Kentucky's primary need in the law of manslaughter is statutory reform—at least a statute placing negligent manslaughter under involuntary manslaughter where it ought to be, and punishing the crime in a degree appropriate to the felony that it is, and defining the standard of care as one appropriate to criminal liability.

JAMES DANIEL CORNETTE

THE RETREAT TO THE WALL DOCTRINE OF SELF-DEFENSE

In order to be excused on the grounds of self-defense in the early law of homicide, it was necessary to gain the king's pardon. Gradually, however, self-defense became a legally recognized excuse for homicide, although some of its most fundamental principles did not fully crystallize until modern times.

At the very beginning the so-called "retreat to the wall" doctrine became a